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WRITTEN QUESTION P-3612/00
by François Zimeray (PSE)
to the Commission

Subject: EU financial aid to the Palestinian educational system

In a recently published report, a non-governmental organisation, the Centre for Monitoring the Impact 
of Peace, has revealed that a number of schoolbooks published by the Palestinian authority are 
nothing less than anti-semitic propaganda which, in any EU Member State, would be prohibited under 
the law on ‘incitement to racial hatred’. And yet, as a result of the 1993 Oslo agreements, the 
Palestinian educational system receives massive subsidies from the European Union and its Member 
States, amounting to an average of at least euro 20 milion per year.

1. To what extent has the aid provided by the European Commission directly or indirectly 
helped to finance the publications listed below and any other handbooks liable to contain anti-
semitic passages. More generally, has funding by the Commission directly or indirectly 
contributed to the drafting, printing, distribution, use and translation of some or all of their 
content?

2. What steps have been taken to monitor the proper allocation of funds and to what extent, if 
any, have EU officials or representatives of the Member States been associated with the 
drafting of school curricula?

3. Is such aid conditional upon observance by the beneficiaries of fundamental rights as well as 
the Oslo and Camp David agreements?

The Commission is asked to answer these questions in detail and with due urgency.

Teaching handbook ‘Contemporary history of Arabs and the World’, p. 12, 13, 152 and 155.
‘Contemporary history of Arabs and the World’, p. 92, 123, 120, 121, 123.
‘Arab modern history and contemporary issues’, second part, tenth level, p. 48, 49, 50.
‘Literary texts’, eigth level, p. 97, 103.
‘Palestinian national education’, third level, p. 14, 15, 23.
‘Our Arab language’, fifth level, p. 64, 66, 67, 69, 70.
Teaching handbook ‘Our Arab language’, second level, p. 188.
‘Islamic education’, ninth level, p. 78, 79, 87, 181, 182.
‘Islamic education’, fourth level, second part, p. 67.
‘Islamic education’, seventh level, p. 108, 125.


